


Marek	Krzysztof	Rencki	FRAI
Marek	Rencki	has	many	118	Friends	=	and	10	Friends	not	in	UK
The	most	important	37	UK	Friends	are	list	below,	and	Marek	visit	regularly	!!!
		Andrzej	Bereza	Birthday	=	Andrzej	26	July

		Teresa	&	Grzegorz	Bazarnik-Malkiewicz	Birthday	=	Teresa	18	July	
		&	Grzegorz	12	April

		Simon	Brougham	Birthday	=	Simon	31	July

		Julie	Downs	Birthday	=	Julie	03	November	

		Basia	Kaczmarowska	Hamilton	Birthday	=	Basia	29	November

		Andrzej	Kaczmarski	Birthday	=	Andrzej	11	March	(Polish	Dental	Surgeon	!!!)	

		Bob	&	Grazyna	Kleiber	Birthday	=	Bob	26	May	&	Grazyna	16	June

		Jan	&	Joanna	Ledochowski	Birthday	=	Jan	09	July	&	Joanna	07	December

		Ella	Malhomme	Birthday	=	Ella	02	May	(Best	Friend	-	dinner	every	evening	!!!)

		Joe	&	Genia	Moccia	Birthday	=	Joe	03	November	&	Genia	17	July

		Carmelita	&	Manuel	Mondoca	Birthday	=	Carmelita	27	November	

			&	Manuel	14	January																																																																																																																																											

		Stefan	&	Amanda	Mucha	Birthday	=	Stefan	01	September	

			&	Amanda	28	November																																																																																																																															

		Andrzew	&	Krysia	Ostaszewski	Birthday	=	Andrzew	18	September	



			&	Krysia	21	June																																																																																																																																													
		Adam	Ostoja-Ostaszewski	Birthday	=	Adam	22	January	(Polish	Professor	of	LSE)

		Pawel	&	Ala	Pastuszek	Birthday	=	Pawel	19	July	&	Ala	08	June
		(Pawel	is	Head	of	Polish	Curry	Evening	and	is	Patron	of	Polish	Bobola	Church	!!!)

		Iwona	Pietraszewska	Birthday	=	Iwona	26	November

		Jacek	&	Krysia	Polubinski	Birthday	=	Jacek	10	February	&	Krysia	04	February	

			Marek	Rencki	Birthday	=	Marek	08	June	!!!

		Sibel	Roller-Wallach	Birthday	=	Sibel	07	August

		Jurek	&	Teresa	Scibor-Kaminski	Birthday	=	Jurek	19	August	&	Teresa	25	June

		Penny	&	Colin	Sloman	Birthday	=	Penny	13	October	&	Colin	17	February

		Marilyn	Stanley	Birthday	=	Marilyn	02	September	(Most	Brilliant	Lawyer	!!!)

		Andrzej	Suchcitz	Birthday	=	Andrzej	31	May	(Andrzej	Patron	at	Polish	Institute!!!)

		Marek	&	Teresa	Stella-Sawicki	Birthday	=	Marek	21	February	
			&	Teresa	07	November		(Both	Marek	&	Teresa	are	brilliant	PHS	Members	!!!)																																																																																																																																						

		Wisia	Wedzicha	Birthday	=	Wisia	17	September	

		(Wisia	Professor	of	Imperial	College	University	in	South	Kensington	!!!)

		Rob	Young	Birthday	=	Rob	10	June		(Rob	is	most	marvellous	of	Jokes	!!!)

		Andrzej	&	Olena	Zakrzewski	Birthday	=	Andrzej	18	August	&	Olena	17	May



		Tomek	Zaleski	Birthday	=	Tomek	15	August
Marek	has	travel	in	these	countries	in	many	years	outside	UK	(1990-2020)

		Peter	Behrman	=	in	Johannesburg,	South	Africa	(Very	Very	South	of	UK)	
		Peter	Birthday	30	September

		Ewa	Paula	Bishop	=	in	Paris,	France	(Very	South	of	UK)
		Ewa	Birthday	05	October

		Krzys	Chajecki	=	in	Texas,	USA	(Very	West	of	UK)

		Krzys	Birthday	17	October

		Denise	Gigotti	=	in	Roma,	Italy	(Very	South	of	UK)
		Denise	Birthday	25	December

		George	Makowski	=	in	Warszawa,	Poland	(Very	East	of	UK)
		George	Birthday	24	May

		Marek	Panasewicz	=	in	Nevada,	USA	(Very	West	of	UK)

		Marek	Birthday	17	June

		Roman	Rencki	=	in	Terrebonne,	Canada	(Very	South	of	UK)
		Roman	Birthday	31	July

		Lela	&	Sakis	Tsakonas	=	in	Thessaloniki,	Greece	(Very	South	East	of	UK)
		Lela	Birthday	08	April	&	Sakis	Birthday	28	October

		Helmut	Wenzel	=	in	Mehlingen,	Germany	(Very	South	of	UK)
		Helmut	Birthday	07	May

		Misia	Wojcicki	=	in	California,	USA	(Very	West	of	UK)

		Misia	Birthday	26	May



Marek	Rencki	is	a	member	of	a	group	from	the	Polish	Community
in	London	who	regularly	meet	to	enjoy	a	membership	of	Curry	Dinner.

The	group	is	organised	by	most	brilliant	Pawel	Pastuszek,	a	friend	of	Marek	who	
also	see	him	every	Sunday	at	Mass	at	the	St	Andrew	Bobola	Polish	RC	Church

(Pawel	Pastuszek	is	also	a	Patron	of	the	Bobola	Church)

Marek	meet	Pawel	in	the	1980s,	on	a	skying	trip	in	Europe	some	years	=	later	in
1996	Pawel	formed	a	group	of	23	Polish	Friends	from	London	Polish	Community.

The	Polish	Curry	Membership	23	include	Pawel	Pastuszek	and	Marek	Rencki	=
(1)	Adam	Bartkiewicz
(2)	Robert	Bogusz
(3)	Jas	Buzwid
(4)	Krzysztof	Chajecki
(5)	George	Chmielewski
(6)	Adam	Darowski	
(7)	Chris	Jaron
(8)	Stefan	Jasinki
(9)	Adam	Krzynski
(10)	Marcin	Misiewicz
(11)	Slawomir	Paleolog
(12)	Romek	Pawlowicz
(13)	Adam	Robinski
(14)	Richard	Rooke
(15)	Zbyszek	Sikora
(16)	Marek	Skuba
(17)	Bogdan	Staniaszek
(18)	Robert	Szafaryn
(19)	Henio	Szyszko
(20)	Stas	Wawrzynowicz



(21)	Janusz	Zajaczkowski
All	22	of	us,	we	attend	Adam	Bartkiewicz	brilliant	message,	every	31	December	!!!	

All	22	of	us	attend	at	8pm	and	we	selebrate	December	until	2pm	on	01	January	!!!

(All	of	us	@	6	Heatherton	Park,	Chesham,	Amersham,	Bucks	HP6	5RB)

Pawel	Pastuszek		is	Head	of	the	Curry	group	meets	5	times	a	year	=	usually	February,	

April,	June	September	&	November	in	a	Friday	evening	usually	at	=

7.45pm	for	Drinks	at	Ealing	Park	Tavern	(222	South	Ealing	Road,	London	W5	4Rl)

9.15pm	for	Dinner	at	Monty's	Nepalese	Restaurant	(224	South	Ealing	Road,	W5	4RL)

Marek	Rencki	has	inserted	361	Restaurants	in	many	years	=
11	Best	Restaurants	are	very	excellent,	and	6	Very	Good	Restaurants	are	reasonable	

11	Best	Restaurants
(1)	Polish	Daquise	=	20	Thurloe	Street,	South	Kensington,	London	SW7	2LT

(2)	Polish	Ognisko	=	55	Prince's	Gate,	Exhibition	Road,	Kensington,	London	SW7	2PL

(3)	Polish	POSK	=	238-246	King	Street,	Hammersmith,	London	W6	0RF

(4)	Polish	Baltic	=	74	Blackfriars	Road,	Lambeth,	London	SE1	8HA

(5)	Vicino	=	189	New	King's	Road,	Parson	Green,	London	SW6	4SW

(6)	Pizza	Express	=	895-896	Fulham	Road,	London	SW6	5HU

(7)	Rossopomdoro	=	50-52	Monmouth	Street,	London	WC2H	9EP

(8)	The	Ivy	=	1-5	West	Street,	Covent	Garden,	Lonodn	WC2H	9NE

(9)	Gordon	Ramsay	=	63	Royal	Hospital	Road,	Chelsea,	London	SW3	4HP

(10)	Fat	Duck	=	High	Street,	Bray,	Berkshire	SL6	2AQ

(11)	Waterside	Inn	=	Ferry	Road,	Bray-on-Thames,	Berkshire	SL6	1AT

6	Very	Good	Restaurants
(1)	Le	Cavroche	=	43	Upper	Brook	Street,	Mayfair,	London	W1K	7QR

(2)	Mandarin	Hotel,	Hyde	Park	=	66	Knightbridge,	London	SW1	7LA	

(3)	Sketch	=	9	Conduit	Street,	London	W1S	2XG

(4)	Ledbury	=	127	Ledbury	Road,	Notting	Hill,	London	W11	2AQ

(5)	Belmond	Le	Manoir	=	Church	Hill	Road,	Great	Mikton,	Oxfordshire	OX44	7PD	



(6)	Midsummer	House	=	Midsummer	Common,	Cambridge	CB4	1HA

Marek	has	sent	of	3,952	jokes	to	66	friends	(44	Polish	&	22	English)
(from	2013,	mainly	currently	3	jokes	on	Saturday)	

Marek's	12	friends	also	send	to	Marek	=	10,226	jokes	since	2013	!!!
(1)	Rob	Young	=	2,480	jokes	(Rob	jokes	are	brilliant	and	very	best	jokes	!!!)

(2)	Andrzej	Scibor-Kaminski	=	1,534	jokes

(3)	Misia	Wojcicki	=	1,445	jokes

(4)	Jacyna	Makowska	=	1,307	jokes

(5)	Monica	Davis	=	822	jokes

(6)	Tomek	Zalewski	=	783	jokes

(7)	Richard	Argles	=	558	jokes

(8)	Jan	Kijowski	=	414	jokes

(9)	Wlodek	Borzy	=	335	jokes

(10	Jim	Meechan	=	279	jokes

(11)	Krystyna	Polubinska	=	175	jokes

(12)	Andrzej	Bereza	=	94	jokes
(11	of	Marek's	other	friends	have	also	sent	him	a	total	124	jokes	since	2010)

Marek	Rencki	have	received	Facebooks	=
Received	treadfull	326	Facebook	from	2018	to	2021	



Marek	Rencki	was	born	08	June	1950	(current	age	70).	
Marek	is	a	Patron	of	both	Polish	Heritage	Society	and	the	UK	Conservative	Party.

Marek	is	also	a	member	of	the	Polish	Institute	&	Sikorski	Museum
(Instytut	Polski	i	Museum	im.	Gen.	Sikorski)	in	London,	near	South	Kensington	
(20	Princes	Gate,	London	SW7	1PT)

Marek	Membership	of	Polish	Institute	No.	1790	(£	100	annual	membership	fee)

Marek	also	donated	£120,000	in	cash	to	the	Polish	Institute	in	2009,	at	the	
request	from	his	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	upon	her	death	on	12	December	2007.		

Marek's	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	took	Marek	to	the	Polish	Institute	regularly	
when	Marek	attended	the	local	French	school	aged	4	to	aged	12	(Lycee	Charles	
de	Gaulle)	and	Marek	been	a	regular	visitor	every	since.

Since	2018,	Marek	has	provided	the	Polish	Institute	with	information	on	all	Polish	
graves	located	on	all	his	Cemeteries	in	36	Cemeteries	in	West	London	and	South	
London	(9,564	Polish	Graves	and	11,967	Polish	people	are	Buried,	by	January	2020)
(All	Polish	36	Cemeteries	detailes	are	also	available	on	Number	16	in	this	list).	

Marek's	regular	updates	were	very	kindly	accepted	by	Dr.	Andrzej	Suchcitz	
(Patron	of	the	Polish	Institute	and	being	Keeper	and	Archives).

Marek	also	donated	the	Polish	Institute	an	original	portrait	of	Marek's	
Granfather	Roman	Henryk	Rencki	(Lwow	University	Professor	)	which	was	inserted	
in	1934	by	Boleslaw	Barbacki,	the	Polish	teacher	and	famous	Painter	in	Lwow.

The	Walls	of	the	Polish	Institute	from	the	ground	to	the	third	floor	are	adorned
with	images	of	many	important	Polish	People,	and	the	mentioned	brilliant	portrait
of	Roman	Henryk	Rencki	is	on	displayed	on	the	2nd	floor	of	Polish	Institute
very	delighted.

Marek	received	the	portrait	from	his	Father	Leszek	Andrzek	Rencki,	who	himself	

was	gifted	personaly	the	portrait	obtained	this	picture	in	1934	by	Marek's	
Grandfather	Roman	Henryk	Rencki	



(Roman	Henryl	Rencki	was	executed	at	the	age	of	73	by	Nazi	German	forces	alonside	
	23	Lwow	Polish	University	Professors	being	killed	on	04	July	1941)
Other	Polish	sections	which	Marek	Rencki	is	a	Member
(1)	Ognisko	Polski	(55	Princes	Gate,	Exhibition	Road,	London	SW7	2PL)
Ordinary	Membership	of	Marek	No.4336	(£	80	official	cash	=	0207-589-4670)
(2)	Daquise	-	Polish	restaurant		(20	Thurloe	Street,	South	Kensington,	London	
SW7	2LT	=	0207-589-6117)	Not	official	Membership,	Marek	attends	3	every	week.

(3)	POSK	-	Polish	Social	and	Cultural	Association	(238-246	King	Street,	
Hammersmith,	London	W6	ORF)	Ordinary	Membership	of	Marek	No.	ZZZ	0084855
(£	40	annual	official	cash	=	0208-742-6402)
At	the	main	entrance	of	POSK,	there	is	a	very	detailed	list	of	all	of	its	members,	
divided	into	detailed	9	sections,	each	containing	the	names	of	approximantely	200	
Polish	Members	and	donors	(as	of	200,		there	are	about	1,800	members	in	total).	
Marek	and	his	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	are	included	in	Section	9
The	weekly	newspaper	"Tydzien	Polski"		is	published	by	POSK	every	Friday.	It	is	the	
successor	to	the	former	daily	newspaper"Dziennik	Polski"	which	was	discontinued	
in	2018.	Original	of	every	of	"Dziennik	Polski"		is	available	on	the	2nd	floor	of	POSK

(4)	St	Adrew	Bobola	RC	Polish	Church	(1	Leysfield	Road,	Shepherds	Bush,	London	
W12	9JF)	Marek	has	attended	the	St	Andrew	Bobola	Church	every	Sunday	at	12pm	

since	2001	when	Marek	was	delighted	for	himself.

Marek	has	personally	reponsible	for	compilling	three	very	detailed	pictures,
his	Grandfather	Roman,	his	Father	Leszek,	his	Mother	Kasia.		
Each	of	these	is	available	in	both	English	and	Polish	(also	@	UK	Polish	Embassy).	
(1)	Professor	Roman	Henryk	Rencki,	Marek's	Grandfather	(28	pages)
(executed	by	Nazi	Germany	Army	on	04	July	1941,	aged	73)
(2)	Leszek	Andrzek	Rencki,	Marek's	Father	(30	pages)
(He	died	in	10	February	1965,	aged	57)
(3)	Marek	Rencki	(32	pages	-	this	section	from	Marek)
All	three	documents	have	been	provided	to	the	Polish	Institute	and	Sikorski	
Museum	and	at	the	Polish	Embassy	in	London.

Marek	Rencki	visited	Wales	in	January	2020	for	his	Families	funeral	grave
Liwydcoed	Crematorium,	Aberdare,	Mid	Glamorgan	CF44	ODJ	=	Grave	4188
(1)	Zygmunt	Rencki	(1911-1985,	aged	74)	brother	of	Leszek	Rencki,	Marek's	father



(2)	Krystyna	Rencka	(1916-2019,	aged	103)	wife	of	Zygmunt	Rencki,	Marek's	friend
Their	children	=	Ewa	Paula	Bishop	in	France	with	3	daughters	(born	05	October	1940)	
and	Roman	Rencki	in	Canada	no	children	(born	31	July	1948)	=	both	currently	aged
Marek	Rencki	is	early	life
Marek	was	born	in	Beirut,	Lebanon	at	4	am	on	8	June	1950	at	the	American	
University	Hospital.	His	parents	Eleonora	Kasia	and	Leszek	Andrzej	left	Beirut
3	months	later	in	September	1950	to	live	in	the	UK,	the	family	moved	eventually	to	
London,	where	Marek	attended	various	schools	which	most	are	excellent:

(1)	1954	-	1962	=	French	school,	Lycee	Charles	de	Gaulle,	South	Kensington,	
London	SW7	(originally	known	as	"Lycee	Francais	de	Londre")	
While	Marek	attended	this	school,	Marek's	Parents	would	speak	to	him	only	in	
French	on	Mondays,	Wednesdays	and	Fridays,	and	would	speak	only	in	Polish	on	
Tuesdays,	Thursdays,	Saturday	and	Sunday	which	made	his	home	life	fascinating.

(2)	1962	-	1965	=	Polish	school,	Fawley	Court	(Divine	Merch	College),	Henley	in	
Thames,	Oxfordshire.	Marek's	Father	Leszek	was	ill	from	attending	French	Lycee

(3)	1965,	following	the	death	of	his	Father	Leszek	on	10	February	1965,	Marek	and
his	Mother	Kasia	were	invited	to	visit	her	Polish	relatives	(Wojcicki)	in	Grodno,	
Virginia	in	the	United	States.	There	Marek	attended	a	local	school	for	just	
3	months	before	he	and	his	Mother	Kasia	decided	to	return	to	London	in	late	1965.

(4)	1966	-	1969	=	Wimbledon	College,	London	SW19.	Here	Marek	received	
7	O	Levels	and	2	A	Levels	(French	A	Level	and	History	A	Level).
During	this	period,	Marek	received	both	Polish	O	Level	and	Polish	A	Level	in	
Holborn	College	(see	below,	next	page).
Polish	Stanislaw	Frenkiel	insertet	Marek	at	Wimbledon	College	and	incidentally

also	taught	Marek's	Mummy	Kasia	in	Beirut	from	1946	to	1947.	He	invited

Marek	to	attend	Wimbledon	College	and	was	his	Art	Teacher	for	Marek's	first	
2	years	there	(1966	-	1967).

Stanislaw	Frenkiel	also	Created	officially	on	my	Father	Leszek	when	died	on	
10	February	1965	and	attended	Father	Leszek	his	funeral	at	the	St.	Andrew	Bobola	
Church	in	late	February	1965.
Stanislaw	Frenkiel	himself	born	1918,	died	on	17	June	2001	at	82	age.	
Marek	regularly	visits	Stanislaw	grave	at	Putney	Vale	Cemetery,	inserting	Polish	



graves	candles	(Znicze)	at	Stansilaw	and	his	wife's	(Anna	Leonora)	graves	(2019).
Marek	meeted	his	daughter	Olenka	Frenkiel.	She	was	very	delighted	Marek's	
detailed	and	Marek	invited	Olenka	to	Daquise	for	lunch.
(5)	1966	-	1969	=	Holborn	College	(now	Westminster	University)	Marek	attended				
Holborn	College	every	Thursday	evening	for	Polish	O	&	A	levels,	the	class	was	attend	
up	of	24	Polish	children	every	Thursday	and	was	taught	by	Polish	Olga	Zeromska.	
Marek	also	visited	Olga	Zeromska's	home	in	99c	Elm	Park	Gardens,	Chelsea	SW10	
most	Saturday.	Olga	Zeromska	was	never	married	&	had	no	children.
(Most	Sundays,	Olga	inserted	many	Polish	children	clicking	driving	together)

Olga	Zeromska	was	a	very	close	friend	of	Marek's	Mother	Kasia,	visiting	the	Rencki		
Family	every	year	for	Christmas,	and	regular	attending	dinner	at	Rencki's	Home	or	at
her	own,	&	driving	with	Rencki	Family	(just	Mother	Kasia	and	Marek)	to	Southern	
Naples	&	Rome,	Italy	in	July	1967	-	very	delighted	month.

Sadly,	Olga	Zeromska	became	very	ill	in	1995,	and	was	which	time	she	was	sent	
to	Polish	Penrhos	Home	(North	Wales,	A497	Road)	where	Olga	Zeromska		eventually	
died	in	15	September	2006	at	89	age.
Marek	drove	to	Wales	in	2007	(and	Wales	in	2017)	to	visit	Olga	Zeromska's	grave		

(BJ	57)	in	the	large	Pwllheli	Cemetery.	Marek	inserted	Polish	Znicze	at	
Olga	Zeromska's	grave	&	has	a	picture	of	Olga's	grave,	where	Marek	paid	his	
respects	to	Olgas'	teacher	and	laid	Polish	graves	candles.

Marek	Rencki	attended	two	Universities
(1)	1970	-	1971	=	Marek	attend	North-Western	Polytechnic	in	North	London
(eventually	became	a	University	in	1976).	Though	Marek	and	many	of	his	people	
found	it	disapointing	and	left	after	1	or	2	years	there.
The	Fellow	Student	left	North-Western	Polytechnic,	and	invited	Marek	to	
join	him	at	University	of	Bolton	near	Manchester.

(2)	1971	-	1975	=	Marek	inserted	the	University	of	Bolton,	and	obtained	
Bachelor's	degree	in	BA	=	Philosophy,	French	and	Social	Anthropology.	
During	this	period,	Marek	also	regularly	attended	the	University	of	Manchester	
(every	2	weeks).
His	Mother	Kasia	would	drive	him	from	London	to	Bolton	at	the	beginning	of	every	
academic	every	year.

1976:	Marek	became	a	Fellow	of	the	Royal	Anthropological	Institute	(FRAI),	



all	his	life	=	and	authored	a	very	detailed	report	on	Northern	Uganda,	in	Africa.
Marek	pays	every	year	£	85	to	Amanda	Vinson,	the	Head	of	Royal	Anthropological	
Institute.
Upon	graduation	from	University,	Marek	Rencki	began	his	career	
as	a	banker	which	Marek	would	pursue	for	the	next	25	years	(1976	-	2001)

(1)	1976-1984	Banque	Nationale	(Paris)	=	French	Employer	in	London	
Marek	was	promoted	and	received	a	raise	in	salary	while	working	there.	
1976	=	Graduate	Trainee	=	annual	salary	of	£	2,160	
1978	=	Junior	Credit	Analyst	=	annual	salary	of	£	4,200	
1980	=	Senior	Credit	Analyst	=	annual	salary	of	£	9,000	
1982	=	Sub-Manager	Treasury	=	annual	salary	of	£	16,000	

(2)	1984-1986	=	Marek	at	Canadian	Imperial	Bank	of	Commerce	
Marketing	Officer:	annual	salary	of	£	21,000	and	£	4,000	bonus	

(3)	1986-1990	=	Marek	at	Shearson	Lehman	Hutton
Senior	Vice	President	for	Corporate	and	Credit		Management:	annual	salary	of	
£	40,000	and	£	30,000	bonus

(4)	1990-1994	=	Marek	at	Nomura	International	(Japanese),	London	and	US
1990-1991	=	Head	of	Capital	Markets	Advisor	&	Chairman	(UK)
1991-1992	=	Director	Head	of	Credit	Rick	Management	(US)
1993-1994	=	Head	of	Capital	Markets	Advisor	&	Chairman
Annual	Salary	£	75,000	and	£	50,000	Bonus	

(5)	1994	=	Marek	at	Merrill	Lynch	Europe,	London	
Merrill	Lynch	stopped	activity	in	late	1994.	Marek	was	Managing	Director	of	
Credit	Risk	Management	Annual	Salary	of	£	115,000	and	£	150,000	Bonus	

(6)	1994-1997	=	Marek	at		Baring	Brothers	Hambrecht	
Managing	Director	(MD)
1994	-	Glogal	Head	of	Credit	Research		
1995-1997	-	Global	Head	of	Rating	Advisory
Annual	Salary	of	£	100,000	and	£	300,000	Bonus	

(7)	1997-2001	=	Marek	at	Barclays	Capital
Managing	Director	and	Global	Head	of	Rating	Advisor
Annual	Salary	of	£	105,000	and	£	350,000	Bonus



Marek	later	left	Barclays,	after	receiving	job	offers	from	three	other	London	
banking	institutions.	Around	the	same	times,	Marek's	Mother	Kasia	gave	him	
3	homes	in	Fulham,	and	Marek	himself	became	a	multi-millionaire.
Marek	Rencki	worked	as	a	SVP	Managing	Director

Marek	attended	to	22	Countries	at	361	trips	on	their	behalf	-	worked	very	heavily	
on	these	countries	=	largest	Italy	(101),	largest	USA	(81),	largest	France	(40),
largest	Hong	Kong	(34)	=	and	the	most	detailed	&	most	treadful	list	at	Russia	(26)
Marek	has	never	attended	large	Countries	=	Canada,	Africa	and	Australia

Marek	as	Managing	Director	on	96	messages	at	North	and	South	America
(1)	USA	=	81	trips	(New	York	and	Philadelphia	and	Washington	and	Boston)
(2)	Brazil	=	6	trips	(Basilia	and	Rio	de	Janeiro	and	Sao	Paulo)
(3)	Mexico	=	5	trips	(Chihuahua	and	Merida)
(4)	Argentina	=	2	trips	(Buenos	Aires	and	La	Plata)
(5)	Bermuda	=	2	trips	(Hamilton)	

Marek	as	Managing	Director	on	159	messages	at	Europe
(6)	Italy	=	101	trips	(Milan	and	Piacenza	and	Nowara	and	Rome)
(7)	France	=	40	trips	(Paris	and	Rouen	and	Amiens)
(8)	Switzerland	=	6	trips	(Bern	and	Lausanne)
(9)	Greece	=	6	trips	(Athens	and	Corinth	and	Tripoli	and	Salonica)
(10)	Belgium	=	4	trips	(Brussel	and	Antwerp)
(11)	Spain	=	2	trips	(Madrid)

Marek	as	Managing	Director	on	26	messages	at	Russia
(12)	Russia	=	26	trips	(Moscow	and	Siberia	and	Basia	and	Samra)

Marek	as	Managing	Director	on	57	messages	at	Asia
(13)	Hong	Kong	Island	=	34	trips	(Hong	Kong)
(14)	Japan	=	12	trips	(Tokyo)
(15)	India	and	Bangladesh	=	8	trips	(Bangladesh	and	Mumbai	and	NCT	Delhi	and	
									Panaji	and	Ahmadabad)
(16)	Malaysia	=	2	trips	(Kuala	Lumpur)
(17)	China	=	1	trip	(Beijing)

Marek	as	Managing	Director	on	23	messages	at	Middle	East	
(18)	Turkey	=	14	trips	(Istanbul	and	Ankara	and	Antalya)
(19)	Lebanon	=	4	trips	(Beirut)



(20)	Israel	=	2	trips	(Jerusalem	and	Tel	Aviv)
(21)	Saudi	Arabia	=	2	trips	(Riyadh	and	Jeddah)
(22)	Oman	=	1	trip	(Muscat)
Marek	Rencki's	official	titles	:

Founder	&	Director	of	the	Anglo-Polish	Bankers'	Club	(SKI	Club,	1980-1990)
3	Members	=	(1)	Roman	Slawinski,	(2)	Jurek	Scibor-Kaminski,	(3)	Marek	Rencki
These	3	members	hosted	lunches	for	Polish	bankers	in	the	centre	of	London	every	
month.	

Marek	Founder	&	Director	of	the	Polish	Heritage	Society	UK	(PHS	from	2010)
Marek	Director	of	the	Polish	Cultural	Foundation	Ltd
Marek	Patron	of	the	Conservative	Party
Marek	Patron	of	the	Royal	Shakespeare	Company	(RSC)
Marek	is	also	a	Patron	of	16	other	Theatres
Marek	Fellow	of	the	Royal	Anthropological	Institute	(FRAI)

Marek	also	has	a	large	collection	of	2,195	Maps	of	Poland,	the	second	largest	such	
collection	in	the	world	next	to	that	of	the	Royal	Castle	Museum	in	Warsaw,	
the	city's	largest	museums.	

Marek	also	has	a	large	collection	of		5,857	Films,	4,363	Historical	Books	and	3,118	
Musical	compositions	(2,195	Maps	which	are	Classical)

Since	his	retirement	in	2001,	Marek	was	attended	the	St	Andrew	Bobola	RC	
Polish	Church	every	Sunday	at	12pm.

Marek	also	attend	the	Church	previously,	for	example,	for	the	funerals	of	his	
	Grandmother	Paula	Rencka	(died	22	October	1960),	his	Father	Leszek	
(died	on	10	February	in	1965),	his	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	(died	12	December	2007)
and	his	ferry	Ski	Club	friend	Romek	Slawinski	(11	November	1947	-	died	on	16	March	
1996,	aged	48)

Romek	Slawinski's	lady,	Anna	Kosicka,	organises	a	mass	dedicated	to	her	late	
husband	every	March	at	the	Bobola	church,	which	Marek	and	his	friend	of	Professor
LSE	Adam	Ostoja-Ostaszewski	attend	every	March	every	year	since	1996.

In	July	2017,	Marek	made	a	donation	of	the	St.Andrew	Bobola	Polish	RC	Church	
and	is	a	Personal	Friend	of	Father	Aleksander	Dasik,	who	preaches	at	the	Church.	



The	Church	is	also	attended	by	Marek's	most	close	friend	Pawel	Pastuszek	
(Polish	Patron	and	Member	of	CURRY)
Members	of	the	Rencki	family	buried	in	St.Mary's	Catholic
Cemetery	3114xx
679-681	Harrow	Road,	Kensal	Green,	London	NW10	5NU
(very	close	to	Kensal	Green	station)

Marek	Rencki's	immediate	His	Rencki	Family	in	Bobola	and	St.Mary's	Cemetery

(1)	Paula	Rencka	(Grand	Mother),	born	27	May	1871,	died	22	October	1960	
(aged	89)	(Her	Husband	Roman	Rencki	=	1867-1941,	Professor	of	Lwow	University
&	Head	of	Medical	Society	=	was	executed	by	Germans	04	July	1941,	aged	73)

(2)	Leszek	Andrzej	Rencki	(Father),	born	09	July	1907	in	Lwow	Poland,	died	10	
February	1965	in	London	(aged	57)	-	Leszek	smoking	60	cigarettes	every	day

(3)	Eleonora	Kasia	Rencka	(Mother),	born	14	April	1924	in	Grodno	Poland	,	died	12	
December	2007	in	London	(aged	83)	-	Kasia	smoking	100	cigarettes	every	day

(4)	Marek	Krzysztof	Rencki	(Brother),	born	08	June	1950	-	still	alive	in	2021	
aged	71	(Marek	smoking	40	cigarettes	every	day)

All	three	of	the	above	members	of	Marek's	family	had	their	funerals	held	at	the	
St	Andrew	Bobola	RC	Polish	Church	before	their	burials	in	St.Mary's	Cemetery.	

In	2017,	Marek	paid	£38,000	to	St.Mary's	Cemetery	to	have	them	moved	from	
their	original	graves	to	a	new	much	larger	family	grave	(3114xx).	
Marek	also	intends	to	buried	there	upon	his	death.

In	memory	of	his	Parents	and	his	Grandmother,	Marek	was	also	able	to	purchase	
and	have	three	Polish	plaques	mounted	outside	the	St	Andrew	Bobola	RC	Polish	
Church	(section	6,	left-hand	side)

Marek	drives	from	Wimbledon	to	St	Mary's	Cemetery	every	2	months	to	pay	
his	respects	and	insert	numerous	Polish	znicze	candles	(from	Polish	Embassy)
at	the	Rencki	grave	=	&	very	Polish	grave	Parents	of	my	friend	Krysia	Ostaszewska	=
(1)	Krysia's	Grandmother	Ruta	1902	-	1952	(aged	50)	
(2)	Krysia's	Grandfather	Marian	1896	-	1981	(aged	85)



(3)	Krysia's	Father	Andrzej	1926	-	1989	(aged	63)

Marek	Rencki	Member,	Patron	and	Director	of	Polish	Heritage	
Society	(PHS)

Marek	co-founder	and	became	the	Director	of	the	PHS	in	2010,	also	serving	as	
its	Head	of	Historical	Research	and	Treasurer.	Marek	donated	£	50,000	to	the	
newly	formed	PHS	in	2010.

The	Polish	Heritage	Society	(PHS)	holds	meetings	on	the	first	Monday	of	
every	Month.	
From	2010	to	2015,	every	PHS	meeting	was	held	exclusively	at	Marek's	home	
in	Fulham	London	(23	Chipstead	Street,	Fulham,	London	SW6).
Marek	also	created	a	lunch	at	his	home	for	5	PHS	members	every	month	meeting,	
as	will	lunch	for	extra	3	PHS	members	in	2014

(1)	2010-2014,	PHS	meetings	were	attended	only	by	its	three	Brilliant	Directors:	
Marek	Stella-Sawicki	and	Teresa	Stella-Sawicki	and	Marek	Rencki,	=	and	
2	Members	=	Malrorzata	Alterman	and	Jurek	Scibor-Kaminski	(Jurek	retired	by	2014)

(2)	Since	2014,		PHS	meetings	have	been	attended	by	three	new	additional	
members	:	Ella	Malhomme,	Chris	Januszewski,	Hanka	Januszewska

Updated	Meetins	since	2015	were	at	POSK	at	238-246	King	Street,	Hammersmith,	
London	W6	ORF,	first	Monday	in	every	month.	Meetings	are	at	between
11am	-	12.30pm	at	2nd	floor,	followed	by	POSK	lunch	on	ground	floor.

Ocasionally,	Marek	Stella-Sawicka	and	Teresa	Stella-Sawicki	would	occasional	PHS		
meetings	at	their	home	in	Ealing	London	-	2	Brentham	Way,	Ealing,	London	W5	1BJ,
following	by	lunch	for	all	PHS	meetings.

The	PHS	has	also	held	10	mentions	at	the	Polish	Embassy	in	London,
to	which	around	130	of	its	Polish	members	are	invited	on	a	Saturday	
from	10am	to	5pm	(3	meeting	in	2014,	3	in	2015	and	1	meeting	per	year	
from	2016,	2017,	2018	and	2019)

Together	with	fellow	PHS	member	Stefan	Mucha,	created	Polish	Heritage	Soceity,
Marek	has	researched	and	published	information	on	some	335	Polish	historical	
research	papers	and	document	219	UK	Civil	Honours	received	by	Polish	1945	to	2019.	



All	PHS	annual	section	was	created	by	Marek	Rencki	and	by	Teresa	Stella-Sawicka,	
especially	the	Annual	Grave	Section	of	PHS	every	September	by	Marek	&	Teresa.	

Marek	Rencki,	on	behalf	of	the	PHS	

Together	with	Marek	Stella-Sawicki,	Director
Marek	Rencki	had	9	Polish	plaques	mounted	on	4	graves	in	4	London	cemeteries:
2	Polish	plaques	updated	@	Chislehurst	Cemetery	(London	BR7	6HF)	
2	Polish	plaques	updated	@	Cemetery	(London	W10	5NU),	
2	Polish	plaques	updated	@	Gunnersbury	Cemetery	(London	W3	8LE),
3	Polish	plaques	updated	@	Brompton	Cemetery	(London	SW10	9UG).

Marek,	as	a	Patron	and	Director	of	Polish	Heritage	Society	(PHS),	has	personally	
visited	and	documented	9,564	Polish	Graves	(11,971	Polish	people	buried)	in	36
Cemeteries	mostly	in	West	and	South	London,	between	July	2017	&	January	2020.	

Polish								Polish	People
Graves												Buried																				36	Cemeteries

1,663																	2,208																			Gunnersbury	(Acton,	W3	8LE)
1,351																	1,359																			Polish	Bobola	Church	(Shepherd's	Buch,	W12	9JF)
1,119																	1,343																			South	London	(Streatham,	SW16	5JD)

			693																					693																				Polish	Roman	Church	(Balham,	SW17	7AW)			
			684																					834																				St.Mary's	(Kensal	Green,	W10	5NU)
			674																					709																				St.Patrick's	(Leyton	Stone,	E11	5HL)
			630																					983																				North	Sheen	(Richmond,	TW9	4LL)
			538																					921																				South	Ealing	(Ealing	Road	B455,	W5	4RU)

			272																				295																					Hampstead	(West	Hampstead,	NW6	1DR)
			249																				307																					Mortlake	(Richmond,	TW9	4EN)
			240																				294																					Kensal	Green	(Kensal	Green,	W10	4RA)
			217																				355																					Putney	Vale	(Wimbledon,	SW15	3DZ)	

			158																				174																					Highgate	(Highgate,	N6	6PJ)
			152																				232																					Streatham	(Tooting,	SW17	OLT)
			143																				194																					Chiswick	(Chiswick,	W4	2SA)	
			140																				205																					Greenford	Park	(Greenford,	UB6	9DR)



					94																					100																					Mill	Hill	(Paddington,	NW7	2RR)
					85																							86																					Putney	Church	(Putney,	SW15	6AR)
					74																					105																					Brompton	(Earl's	Court,	SW10	9UG)
					57																							97																						Wandsworth	(Earlsfield,	SW18	3ER)
					54																							54																						Northwood	(Hillington,	HA6	1DE)
					48																							72																						Merton	Sutton	(Morden,	SM4	4NW)
					47																							73																						Morden	(Surrey,	SM4	4NU)

					37																							62																						Acton	(Ealing,	W3	6XA)	
					30																							55																						Gap	Road	(Mekdon,	SM4	5DX)

					26																						36																							Merton	(Surrey,	CR4	3LA)
					22																						30																							Lambeth	(Tooting,	SW17	0LT)
					18																						19																							Saint	Mary	Church	(Kent,	B27	5PL)
					15																						22																							Kingston	(Kingston,	KT1	3EZ)

							9																							13																							Sutton	(Sutton,	SM3	9PX)
							8																							16																							Battersea	Rise	(Wandsworth,	SW11	1HE)
							8																							12																							Camberwell	Old	(Dulwich,	SE22	0RU)	

							5																									5																								Nunhead	(Southwark,	SE15	3LP)
							2																									3																								Surbiton	(Kingston,	KT1	3BJ)
							1																									2																								Hanwell	(Hanwell,	W7	3PX)
							1																									1																								Margravine	(Hammersmith,	W6	3RL)

The	Polish	Embassy	has	provided	the	PHS	with	up	to	500	Znicze	candles,	
every	year	since	the	PHS	began	caring	for	Polish	graves	in	London's	Cemeteries.

Marek,	as	a	Patron	of	PHS,	takes	at	least	300	of	these	as	Marek	is	the	only	member	
of	the	PHS	to	devote	time	every	week	to	caring	the	graves	of	Poles	in	London	
from	2017	to	Januay	2020	(Chris	and	Hanka	Januszewski	also	work	on	Poles).

Marek	Rencki	is	a	frequent	customer	of	London's	best	Polish	
Restaurants
(1)	Daquise,	20	Thurloe	Street,	South	Kensington,	SW7	2LT,	tel.	0207	589	6117	
(2-3	times	every	week)	=	Daquise	also	sold	most	Polish	Cigarettes	to	Marek		!!!
(2)	Ognisko,	55	Princes	Gate,	Exhibition	Road,	South	Kensington	SW7	2PL,
tel.	0207	589	4670	(twice	per	month)
(3)	POSK,	238-246	King	Street,	Hammersmith,	W6	0RF,	tel.	0208	741	1940	



(Every	Sunday	lunch	after	mass	at	the	St	Andrew	Bobola	RC	Polish	Church)
(4)	Baltic,	74	Blackfiars	Road,	Lambeth,	SE1	8HA,	tel.	0207	928	111
(once	per	month)
Marek	Rencki's	Marvellous	Father	Leszek	Rencki
Father	Leszek	took	Marek	every	day	from	1954	to	1962	from	their	home	in	Earl's	
	Court	to	the	French	School	at	South	Kensington:	Lycee	Charles	de	Gaulle,	returning	
to	collect	him	at	3.15pm.
Every	Sunday,	Father	Leszek	took	Marek	to	Catholic	Church	at	South	Kensington,	
after	which	they	regularly	went	for	lunch	at	Daquise	or	Ognisko,	South	Kensington.
(Marek's	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	worked	at	Ognisko	in	1957,	as	Head	Bar	Waitress)

Father	Leszek	also	took	Marek	regularly	to	visit	wink	local	museums	=
(1)	Victoria	&	Albert	Museum	(V&A,	Cromwell	Road,	South	Kensington,	SW7)
						Marek	is	Membership	20093	and	pays	£109	every	year
(2)	National	Army	Museum	(Royal	Hospital	Road,	Chelsea,	SW3)
(3)	Natural	History	Museum	(Cromwell	Road,	South	Kensington,	SW7)
							Marek	is	Membership	19116945	and	pays	£58	every	year
(4)	Science	Museum	(Exhibition	Road,	South	Kensington,	SW7)
(5)	British	Museum	(Great	Russell	Street,	Bloomsbury,	WC1B)
						Marek	is	Membership	93248-MM618A1	and	pays	£89	every	year
(6)	Fulham	Library	(598	Fulham	Road,	Fulham,	SW6	5NX)
(7)	Courtauld	Institute	of	Arts	(Somerset	House,	Strand,	London,	WC2R	ORN)
(8)	Royal	Academy	of	Arts	(Burlington	House,	London,	W1J	OBD)
						Marek	is	Membership	221212	and	pays	£260	every	year
(9)	Tate	Modern	(53	Bankside,	South	Bank,	London,	SE1	9TG)
						Marek	is	Membership	206531383	and	pays	£150	every	year

In	1957,	Leszek	joined	Imperial	College	London	in	Kensington	as	an	Administrator	
	and	Head	of	Night	Security.	Six	of	Leszek's	Polish	friends	came	to	work	for	him	
there	in	1961.	At	11	years	old,	Marek	would	regularly	visit	his	Father	Leszek		at
Imperial	College	after	school.

Marek	and	many	of	his	school	friends	was	also	went	on	free	every	month	trips	
organised	by	their	school	to	the	Royal	Albert	Hall,	where	they	were	able	to	sit	in
the	4th	section.	Afterwards,	Marek	would	visit	his	Father	Leszek	across	the	Father	
road	at	Imperial	College	London.
In	1964	Leszek	became	very	ill	and	was	admitted	to	Brompton	Hospital	in	
South	Kensington	where	Leszek	died	on	10	February	1965	(aged	57).
Marek	aged	14,	was	away	at	Divine	Mercy	College	at	Fawley	Court	near	Oxford	
(a	Polish	Roman	Catholic	Boarding	school)	and	his	Mother	Kasia	would	collect	him	



every	weekend	so	that	he	could	visit	his	Father	Leszek	in	hospital	before	death.
Father	Leszek's	sister	Maria	would	also	visit	every	two	weeks,	and	her	ex-husband,
Dr	Jozef	Dabrowski,	came	to	see	Leszek	every	day.
Marek	Rencki	passion	for	Theatre	(has	seen	2,738	plays	to	date)
Marek	saw	only	241	Plays	between	1968	and	2000	as	Marek	frequently	worked	
abroad.	Since	2001,	when	Marek	retired	as	a	banker,	Marek	has	seen	2,497	plays.

Best	4	Friends	attending	Theatres	with	Marek	=	Bill	Ganley	851	plays,	
Andrzej	&	Krysia	Ostaszewski	404	plays,	Ella	Malhomme	384	plays,	
Penny	and	Monica	180	plays
In	total,	Marek	has	visited	131	Theatres,	but	below	is	a	list	of	Very	Best	25	Theatres	
which	Marek	has	inserted	all	these	plays,	being	Marek	Member	of	17	Theatres

(1)	National	Theatre	(Marek	Patron	703902)	=	seen	376	Plays	
(2)	Royal	Shakespeare	Theatre	(Marek	Silver	Patron	764617)	=	seen	207	Plays	
(3)	Royal	Court	Theatre	(Marek	Ground	Breaker	Member	195209)	=	seen	195	Plays
(4)	Richmond	Theatre	(Marek	Member	326770)	=	seen	156	Plays
(5)	Orange	Tree	Theatre	(Marek	Ruby	Member	1-CROO-5126)	=	seen	142	Plays

(6)	Donmar	Warehouse	Theatre	(Marek	Silver	Patron	110223)	=	seen	130	Plays
(7)	Jermyn	Street	Theatre	(Marek	Life	Member)	=	seen	101	Plays
(8)	Yvonne	Arnaud	Theatre	(Marek	Bronze	Member	83408)	=	seen	92	Plays
(9)	Almeida	Theatre	(Marek	Designer	Circle	10546)	=	seen	89	Plays
(10)	Gate	Theatre	(Gate	Opener	Member)	=	seen	72	Plays

(11)	Arcola	Theatre	(Marek	Trailblazer	5242988)	=	seen	70	Plays
(12)	Old	Vic	Theatre	(Marek	Associate	Member	2019780)	=	seen	69	Plays
(13)	Chichester	Festival	Theatre	(Marek	Festival	Player	283227)	=	seen	58	Plays
(14)	Barbican	Theatre	(Marek	Red	Membership	822504)	=	seen	53	Plays
(15)	Finborough	Theatre	(Earl's	Court	Member)	=	seen	52	Plays

(16)	Trafalgar	Theatre	(Marek	Membership	68889)	=	seen	46	Plays
(17)	Harold	Pinter	Theatre	=	seen	35	Plays
(18)	Kiln	Theatre	Brent	=	seen	34	Plays
(19)	Young	Vic	Theatre	(Marek	Member	31408)	=	seen	34	Plays
(20)	Theatre	Royal	Haymarket	=	seen	33	Plays	

(21)	Wyndhams	Theatre	=	seen	33	Plays



(22)	Shepherd	Bush	Theatre	=	seen	31	Plays
(23)	Hampstead	Cottage	Theatre	(Marek	Membership	069719)	=	seen	31	Plays
(24)	Riverside	Studio	Theatre	(Marek	Mailing	List	Membership	085729)	=	29	Plays
(25)	Lyric	Mammersmith	Theatre	=	seen	27	Plays
The	mentioned	2,738	plays	that	Marek	Rencki	has	seen	included	
plays	from	all	the	worlds	=
(1)				1,273	British	Plays	
(2)				399	American	Plays	
(3)				189	Irish	Plays	
(4)				156	French	Plays	
(5)				132	Russian	Plays	
(6)				82	German	Plays	
(7)				61	Ancient	Greece	Plays	
(8)				51	Polish	Plays	
(9)				37	ancient	Rome	Plays	
(10)		35	Spain	Plays	
(11)		34	Norway	Plays	
(12)		32	Sweden	Plays	
(13)		24	Canadian	Plays	
(14)		22	Italian	Plays	
(15)		20	Australian	Plays	
(16)		191	Plays	from	other	21	Countries	

Marek	Rencki	as	a	Patron	of	Royal	Shakespeare	Company	(RSC)
attending	brilliant	William	Shakespeare
William	Shakespeare	is	Marek's	favourite	playwright	and	Marek	has	seen	159	
plays	of	his	plays	=	92	Shakespeare	plays	at	the	Royal	Shakespeare	Company,	
Watreside,	Stratford-on-Avon,	Warwicksire	and	67	Shakespeare	in	London.
Between	2001	and	2019,	Marek	would	drive	from	London	to	Stratford-upon-Avon	
to	see	plays	at	the	Royal	Shakespeare	Company	with	Bill	Ganley	
(Marek's	updated	new	Father	=	Bill	Ganley	married	Mummy	Kasia	in	1977,	after	
Mummy	Kasia's	husband	Leszek	had	died	in	10	February	1965)

William	Shakespeare	was	born	23	April	1564	and	died	23	April	1616,	aged	just	52.
His	Wife	Anne	Hathaway	was	born	1556	and	died	06	August	1623,	aged	67.	
(They	married	November	1582,	William	Shakespeare	was	only	18	and	Anne	was	26)	

Marek	and	Bill	Ganley	attend	Shakespeare	at	the	RSC	plays	every	month,	and	
in	April	every	year	they	also	visit	the	nearby	Holy	Trinity	Church	-	which	is	the



official	grave	of	William	Shakespeare,	his	wife	Anne	Hathaway	and	their	daughter	
Susanne.	There	is	also	a	marvellous	funeral	monument	to	Shakespeare,	at	the	church.
Marek	insertes	Polish	Znicze	at	William	Shakespear's	grave	every	year.
Marek	Rencki	receives	the	following	10	UK	magazines	regular	=
(1)		Foreign	Affairs
(2)		Aviation	Week
(3)		Flight	International
(4)		Private	Eye
(5)		Journal	of	Royal	Anthropological	Institute	(JRAI)
(6)		Astronomy
(7)		Anthropology	Today	(AT)
(8)		The	Spectator
(9)		The	Economist	and	(10)	V&A	Magazine

Marek	receives	The	Times	every	day	and	Sunday	Times	every	Sunday,	
Marek	also	received	Tydzien	Polski	ever	Friday	
(formely	the	daily	Dziennik	Polski	=	which	to	longer	exist	since	2017)

Marek	Rencki	is	Member	of	Polish	Social	and	Cultural	Association	
POSK	(Marek	member	=	ZZZ	0084855)
Marek's	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	joined	the	POSK	in	1974,	and	Marek	joined	after	
graduation	from	University	in	1975.	Since	his	retirement	in	2001,	Marek	has	
been	involved	in	various	events	and	gatherings	at	the	POSK:

(1)	Lunches	&	dinners	for	POSK	members,	including	lunch	at	1.30pm	every	Sunday	
after	mass	at	the	St	Andrew	Bobola	RC	Polish	Church	
(2)	Polish	books	sales
(3)	Annual	meeting	in	celebration	of	the	city	of	Lwow	(November	every	Year)
(4)	Annual	POSK	meeting
(5)	Visits	to	the	POSK	Gallery	on	Art	&	Culture

Marek	Rencki	is	excellent	Friend	of	=	Adam	Ostoja-Ostaszewski
Marek	meet	Adam	in	1985-1995	as	a	members	of	the	Bridge,	and	Marek	and	Adam	
jointed	Pawel's	Curry	in	1996.	Adam	left	Curry	in	1996	as	he	meet	a	Polish	Ladie	
Moniusia	and	maried	her,	and	inserted	2	daughters.	They	invite	to	Poland	all	summer.

Adam	went	to	LSE	1965	as	a	normal	underground	-	and	Adam	joined	LSE	as	a	Member	
of	London	School	of	Economics	(LSE)	since	1975	=	and	invited	Marek	for	lunch	@	LSE



every	month	2001	to	2020	when	Marek	stopped	working.
Both	Marek	and	Adam	attended	annual	Brompton	Cemetery	in	West	Kensington	
in	order	to	see	the	grave	of	Adam's	grand	parents	who	died	1954	and	1976.
Marek	Rencki	keeps	detailed	records	of	the	total	number	of	cases	
of	COVID-19	and	deaths	in	187	countries	during	the	ongoing	Coronavirus	pandemic		

(All	messages	are	Officially	from	Originally	NatWest	Newspaper	on	24	March	2020)
On	originaly	24	March	2020			=	just	14,541	deaths	and	just	being	ill	=	336,701	
(All	messages	are	Officially	from	Johns	Hopkins	University	USA	on	29	May	2021)
On	originaly	updated	29	May	2021=	large	3,842,851	deaths	and	being	very	ill	=	
177,443,611
Marek	send	this	very	detailed	list	to	203	friends	every	Sunday	
(171	Polish	Friends)
Among	the	187	countries	counted,	the	total	number	of	confirmed	COVID-19	cases	
and	deaths,	as	of	18	June	2021	(Saturday	on	weekend),	are	as	follows:	
(1)		Deaths																	=	3,842,851	
(2)		Confirmed	Cases	=	177,443,611	(being	very	ill)

According	to	Marek's	records,	the	11	worst	affected	countries	(&	extra	Poland)
are	listed	below	countries	as	in	18	June	2021,	available	on	every	weekend	Sunday	

1.		USA	=	600,970	deaths	&	33,508,906	USA	people	being	very	ill

2.		Brazil	=	496,004	deaths	&	17,702,630	Brazil	people	being	very	ill

3.		India	=	383,490	deaths	&	29,762,793	India	people	being	very	ill

4.	Mexico	=	230,792	deaths	&	2,467,643	Mexico	people	being	very	ill

5.	Peru	=	189,757	deaths	&	2,019,716	Peru	people	being	very	ill

6.	UK	=	128,209	deaths	&	4,616,628	UK	people	being	very	ill

7.	Italy	=	127,190	deaths	&	4,249,755	Italy	people	being		very	ill
8.	Russia	=	125,853	deaths	&	5,203,117	Russia	people	being	very	ill
9.	France	=	110,796	deaths	&	5,811,461	France	people	being	very	ill

10.	Columbia	=	98,156	deaths	&	3,869,824	Columbia	people	being	very	ill
11.	Germany	=	90,277	deaths	&	3,727,700	Germany	people	being	very	ill



15.	Poland	=	74,734	deaths	&	2,878,276	Poland	people	being	very	ill
Marek	Rencki	joined	Conservatives	Party	1970,	being	a	Member	
of	Conservatives	and	has	voted	for	them	14	Times	in	London	since	1970.
(Greg	Hands	MP,	Conservatives	Member	of	Parliament	of	Chelsea	&	Fulham,	has	
written	to	Marek	Rencki	regularly	=	459	letters	sections	("Weekly	New	Bulletin")	
from	April	2006	to	current	date	2021)
Marek	Rencki	has	also	paid	£	50	to	the	party	every	year	since	1970	member,	since
in	2010,	Marek	Rencki	has	paid	£	100	every	year	(officially,	still	available	just	£	10)
Marek	Rencki	voted	in	Fulham	(1970-2016)	and	in	Wimbledon	(2017-2021)
18	June	1970	=	Conservatives	elected	(in	1970-1974)	=	
																														Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent		Conservatives
28	February	1974=	Labour	elected	(in	1974-1979)	=	
																													Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives	
03	May	1979	=	Conservatives	elected	(in	1979-1983)	=	
																														Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
09	June	1983	=	Conservatives	elected	(in	1983-1987)	=	
																														Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
11	June	1987	=	Conservatives	elected	(in	1987-1992)	=
																														Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
09	April	1992	=	Conservatives	elected	(in	1992-1997)	=	
																														Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
01	May	1997	=	Labour	elected	(in	1997-2001)	=	
																														Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
07	June	2001	=	Labour	elected	(in	2001-2005)	=	
																														Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
05	May	2005=	Labour	elected	(in	2005-2010)	=	
																													Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
06	May	2010	=	Conservatives	elected	(in	2010-2015)	=	
																													Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
07	May	2015=	Conservatives	elected	(in	2015-2017)=	
																													Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
08	June	2017=	Conservatives	elected	(in	2017-2019)=	
																													Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
12	December	2019=	Conservatives	elected	(in	2019-2021)=	
																											Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives
06	May	2021	=	Conservatives	elected	(in	2021-2026)	=	
																											Marek	Rencki	Paid	for	Brilliant	Magnificent	Conservatives



Marek	Rencki	and	his	Mother	Kasia	is	visit	to	Poland	in	the	1980s
while	it	was	still	under	Communist	rule	-	Tragically,	Polish	being	treadful.

(1)	Marek's	Polish	Grandmother	Anna	Lenkiewicz	(born	12	Dec	1905)
died	on	14	June	1977	at	the	age	of	71.	Subsequently,	Marek's	Mother	Eleonora
Kasia,	travelled	to	Bialystock	in	Poland	that	same	year	to	visit	her	Mother's	grave.	

During	her	trip,	Eleonora	Kasia	was	stopped	by	the	Polish	Police,	and	held	for	five	
hours	during	which	she	was	quizzed	about	her	life	in	the	UK	and	why	she	lived	
there	instead	of	Poland.	The	Polish	Police	was	dreadful.

(2)	Same	years	later	in	the	summer	of	1984,	Marek	travelled	to	Warszawa	for	the
first	time	at	the	invitation	of	some	friends,	and	was	met	with	the	same	treatment	
by	the	Polish	Police	that	his	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	faced	years	earlier.	
Marek	was	detailed	for	3	sections	and	quizzed	about	his	List	and	Political	Beliefs.

Marek	visited	the	British	Embassy	in	Warszawa	to	file	a	complaint	about	the	
actions	of	Polish	Police	-	the	British	Embassy	was	treadful	by	Polish	Police	section.

Given	their	treatments	at	the	hands	of	the	Communist	Polish	Authorities,	
Marek	and	his	Mother	Eleonora	Kasia	refused	to	return	to	Poland	again	until	1990,	
following	the	country	liberation	from	the	Soviet	Union.

Marek	Rencki	has	regularly	attended	3	important	personal	appointments	-	
two	every	six	weeks	and	one	every	4	months	(3	times	every	year).

(1)	Chiropodist	Joanna	Adamiec,	Burchell	Associates,	210	Fulham	Palace	Road,	
Hammersmith	W6	9NT.	Marek	has	attended	appointment	here	for	the	last	
31	years,	once	every	6	weeks.

(2)	Hairdresser	Susan	Bellas,	Bellas	Home,	74a	New	Kings	Road,	Fulham	SW6.	
Marek	has	been	a	customer	here	for	21	years,	visiting	once	every	6	weeks.	

(3)	Dr.	Andrew	Kaczmarski,	Dental	Surgery,	146	Gunnersbury	Lane,	Acton	W3	9BA.	
Marek	has	been	a	patient	here	for	the	last	five	years,	visiting	there	3x	every	year			
with	appointments	once	every	four	months	(first	in	2021	=	Monday	01	February).



Marek	Rencki	celebrate	of	Restoration	of	Poland	Independence	
(1918-2018	=	100	year)	in	November	2018	at	Royal	Albert	Hall	in	Kensington

Some	5,000	Polish	people	attended	a	celebratory	event	to	Royal	Albert	Hall	
on	Sunday	11	November	for	6	hours	between	from	5pm	and	11pm.

(Marek	and	his	Father	Leszek	were	Patron	Members	of	Royal	Albert	Hall	
in	1957-1965)

The	event	was	organised	by	Janusz	Sikora-Sikorski,	to	whom	to	arrange	a	Marek	
paid	5,000	to	arrange	a	large	4	central	box	in	middle	to	seat	Marek	and	7	of	his	
closed	friends,	who	joined	Marek	at	the	event.

(1)	Ella	Malhomme	(from	Wimbledon,	London)
(2	&	3)	Jurek	and	Teresa	Scibor-Kaminski	(from	Battersea,	London)
(4	&	5)	Jan	and	Joanna	Ledochowski	(from	New	Malden,	Surrey)
(6	&	7)	Andrzej	and	Basia	Bereza	(from	Highbury	East,	London)

Marek	drove	Ella,	Jurek	and	Teresa	to	the	Royal	Albert	Hall	for	the	event,	
and	also	drove	them	home	after	a	later	gathering	at	Ognisko.

The	celebrating	were	thoroughy	enjoyed	by	those	is	attendance,	and	Marek	met	
many	more	friends	and	acquaintances	outside	the	venue	during	a	30-minute
interval	at	8pm.

After	the	events	at	the	Royal	Albert	Hall	came	to	a	conclusion	at	11pm,	the	group	
attended	a	further	celebration	gathering	at	Ognisko	nearby,	which	lasted	until	1am.

Marek	Rencki	attend	Pawel's	Family

Pawel's	Father	Brunon	who	died	aged	94	on	13	July	2001	(born	27	November	1906)
Father	Brunon	is	inserted	at	Gunnersbury	Cemetery.

Pawel's	Mummy	Antonina	died	aged	96	on	15	September	2020	(born	11	May	1924)

Pawel's	Mummy	Antonina	inserted	at	Gunnersbury	Cemetery	on	28	September	2020



Marek	Rencki	=	2010	Founder	&	Patron	of	Polish	Heritage	Society	

In	2010,	Marek	Rencki	donated	£	50,000	to	establish	the	Polish	Heritage	Soceity	
to	with	Marek	Stella-Sawicki	and	his	wife	Teresa	Stella-Sawicki.

All	seven	original	members	of	the	PHS	subsequently	donated	a	further	£1,000	each

Apart	from	the	detailed	records	of	Polish	graves		across	36	London	Cemeteries,	
Marek	was	also	responsible	for	authoring	much	of	the	Polish	Heritage	Soceity's	
detailed	research,	including	records	of	(insert	by	Stefan	Mucha	PHS	section):

167	Honours	granted	to	Polish	citizens	in	the	UK	by	Marek	Rencki	Patron	of	
(1)Civil	Honours	(9	detailed	sections	on	the	London	Gazette,	1946-2019)													PHS
(2)Military	Honours	(11	detailed	sections	on	the	London	Gazette,	1946-2019)
(3)RAK	Honours	(11	detailed	sections	on	Military	Honours,	1946-2019)
(4)Debrett's	(4	detailed	sections	on	People	of	Today,	2017	&	Debrett	Data)
(5)General	Elections	(12	detailed	sections	on	Elections,	1970-2017)
(6)By	Elections	(4	deatiled	sections	on	Polish	Candidates,	1945-2017)
(7)Elections	Summary	(4	detailed	sections	on	Polish	History,	1945-2017)
(8)PHS	Conrad	Honours	(3	Winners	=	2014-Joanna,	2013-Malgorzata,	2012-Brygida)
(9)UK	Media	(109	detailed	sections	on	stolen	Polish	art,	2013)	

67	Polish	links	recommended	by	Marek	Rencki	Patron	of	PHS
(1)Polish	Museums	(3	detailed	sections,	including	the	Pilsudsk	Institute	in	London)
(2)Polish	Clubs	(8	detailed	sections,	including	Ognisko	in	London)	
(3)Polish	Education	(7	detailed	sections,	including	Polish	Saturday	School	in	Putney)	
(4)Polish	Interest	(16	detailed	sections,	including	17	Members	in	Polish	Embassy)
(5)Polish	Emigration	(8	detailed	sections,	including	Polish	people	in	the	UK)
(6)Cambride	University	Polish	Society	(2	detailed	sections)	
(7)Oxford	University	Polish	Society	(1	detailed	section)
(8)Polish	UK	Radio	(5	detailed	sections,	including	BBC	Polish	Sections)
(9)Polish	Press	(3	detailed	sections,	including	Polish	Ryanair)
(10)Polish	Military	Officer	Titles	(3	detailed	sections,	including	the	Polish	Airforce)
(11)Polish	Air	Force	in	WW2	(10	detailed	sections,	including	estblishment	
of	Polish	in	Air	Force)
(12)Polish	Army	in	WW2	(1	detailed	section,	including	Polish	Army	
in	UK	1939-948



273	Polish	Web	links	Compiled	by	Marek	Rencki	Patron	of	PHS

(1)					Polish	History	=	Historical	Summery	(14	detailed	sections)
(2)					Polish	History	=	People	(2	detailed	sections)
(3)					Polish	History	=	Monarchy	(8	detailed	sections)
(4)					Polish	History	=	Titled	Nobility	(4	detailed	sections)
(5)					Polish	History	=	Szlachta	/	Nobility	(13	detailed	sections)
(6)					Polish	History	=	Polish	flag	(7	detailed	sections)
(7)					Polish	History	=	Coat	of	Arms	(8	detailed	sections)
(8)					Polish	History	=	Castles	(5	detailed	sections)
(9)					Polish	History	=	Atlas	(5	detailed	sections)
(10)			Polish	History	=	Categories	(8	detailed	sections)
(11)			Polish	History	=	Very	Early	History	(4	detailed	sections)
(12)			Polish	History	=	Medieval	History	(6	detailed	sections)
(13)			Polish	History	=	Piast	(5	detailed	sections)
(14)			Polish	History	=	Jagiellonian	(5	detailed	sections)
(15)			Polish	History	=	Polish-Lithuanian	Commonwealth	(6	detailed	sections)
(16)			Polish	History	=	Polish-Lithuanian	Commonwealth	1569-1648	(2	detailed)	
(17)			Polish	History	=	Polish-Lithuanian	Commonwealth	1648-1764	(2	detailed)
(18)			Polish	History	=	Polish-Lithuanian	Commonwealth	1764-1795	(5	detailed)
(19)			Polish	History	=	Partition	of	Poland	(5	detailed	sections)
(20)			Polish	History	=	Independence	(7	detailed	sections)
(21)			Polish	History	=	Military	(10	detailed	sections)
(22)			Polish	History	=	World	War	II	(18	detailed	sections)
(23)			Polish	History	=	Government	in	Exile	(2	detailed	sections)
(24)			Polish	History	=	Uprisings	(19	detailed	sections)
(25)			Polish	History	=	Communism	(5	detailed	sections)
(26)			Polish	History	=	Democracy	(1	detailed	section)
(27)			Polish	Politics	=	Constitutions	(3	detailed	sections)
(28)			Polish	Politics	=	Elections	(8	detailed	sections)	
(29)			Polish	Religion	=	Religions	(9	detailed	sections)
(30)			Polish	Religion	=	Paganism	(4	detailed	sections)
(31)			Polish	Church	=	Records	(9	detailed	sections)
(32)			Polish	Church	=	Culture	(6	detailed	sections)
(33)			Polish	Museums	(11	detailed	sections)
(34)			Polish	Geography	(15	detailed	sections)
(35)			Region	of	Poland	(7	detailed	sections)	
(36)			Polish	Voivodeships	/	Wojewodztwa	(16	detailed	sections)	
(37)			Polish	Chess	(9	detailed	sections)
Marek	Rencki	is	Godfather	to	Katherine	and	George,	who	are	the	children	of	



Trevor	&	Sally	Barnes

(1)	Katherine	Barnes	was	born	on	26	April	1988	and	attended	the	
University	of	Cambridge	in	2006-2010	(at	Queen's	College).	
Marek	drove	Katherine's	parents	(Trevor	&	Sally)	17	times	to	see	Katherine	at	
University.	She	graduated	in	2010	with	a	Bachelor's	degree	in	BA	French	&	Spanish.	

Marek	also	paid	£10,000	towards	Katherine's	University	of	Cambridge	fees.

(2)	George	Barnes	was	born	on	04	September	1990	and	attended	the	
University	of	Oxford	between	2010	and	2013	(Lady	Margaret	Hall)
Marek	drove	George's	parents	(Trevor	&	Sally)	10	times	to	see	George	at	University.
Marek	also	drove	George	an	extra	10	times	to	University,	occasionally	also			
driving	him	home.		

Marek	also	paid	£10,000	towards	George's	University	of	Oxford	fees.

Marek	Rencki	-	inserted	his	current	detailed	these	sections	
Which	was	been	attached	to	important	sections	which	Marek	has	attended	
regularly	Polish	Research	=		Andrew	W.	Kaczmarshi
146	Gunnersbury	Lane,	Acton,	London	W3	9BA	(0208-992-5493)
(3	times	every	year	as	Andrew	updates	Marek	Rencki's	Section)

Polish	Research	=	Joanna	Adamiec
Burchell,	210	Fulham	Palace	Rd,	Hammersmith	W6	9NT	(0207-385-0554)
(every	6	weeks	as	Joanna	updates	Marek	Rencki's	Legs)		

UK	Research	=	Susan	Bellas
74A	New	Kings	Road,	Fulham	SW6	4LT	(07768-006-993)
(every	6	weeks	as	Susan	updates	Marek	Rencki's	Hair)

(1)	Polish	Institute	and	Sikorski	Museum	(detailed	on	Page	1)
20	Princes	Gate,	South	Kensington,	London	SW7	1PT	(0207-589-9249)
(10/12	times	every	year	as	Andrzej	Suchcits	by	Marek	Rencki)

(2)	Polish	Embassy
47	Portland	Place,	London	W1B	1JH	(0207-291-3520)
(2/3	times	every	year	as	Marek	Rencki	Patron	of	PHS)

(3)	St.Andrew	Bobola	Church



1	Leysfield	Road,	Shepherds	Bush,	Hammersmith,	London	W12	9JF	(0208-743-8848)
(50	times	every	year,	every	Sunday	at	12pm	&	annual	mass	of	Romek	Slawinski)

(4)	St.Mary's	Cemetery
679	-	681	Harrow	Road,	Kensal	Green,	London	NW10	5NU	(0208-969-1145)
(6	times	every	year	meeting	Marek's	Parents	on	3114xx	grave)
Marek	love	&	miss	his	Father	Leszek,	his	Mummy	Kasia	&	his	Grandmother	Paula	

Marek	Rencki	skiing	in	Europe	(France,	Italy,	Germany	&	Scotland)
In	1981,	Marek	was	invited	for	go	skying	with	his	Friends	along	with	30	other
Polish	People.	

It	was	on	a	later	similar	trip	that	Marek	met	his	closed	friends	Pawel	Pastuszek
and	Adam	Ostoja-Ostaszewski	(Professor	of	LSE)	=	organiser	of	a	group	of	friends
with	the	London	Polish	Community	that	F351	meet	to	enjoy	a	curry.

The	Skying	Trips	were	mostly	to	destinations	in	Eastern	France,	Northerm	Italy	as
well	as	Western	Germany.	2	trips	were	also	organised	at	North	Scotland	(at	Strathy)

Marek	Rencki's	Polish	Map	Collection	
Marek	has	2nd	largest	collection	of	Polish	Maps	in	the	World,	after	that	of	the
Royal	Castle	Museums	in	Warszawa	which	is	the	largest	Polish	Maps	in	World

Marek	is	collection	comprises	2,193	Maps	of	Poland	(worth	a	total	of	
US	1,443,563	cash)	which	originate	from	the	following	periods	=
1400	-	1499	=	25	Polish	maps
1500	-	1599	=	252	Polish	maps
1600	-	1699	=	624	Polish	maps
1700	-	1794	=	1,023	Polish	maps
1795	-	1830	=	269	Polish	maps

No	further	maps	from	after	1830	purchased)
Most	of	the	maps	in	the	collection	were	purchased	from	mainland	Europe,
followed	by	the	UK	and	the	US.
Marek's	676	Maps	are	have	been	framed	by	excellent	Peter	Harrinton	Section	
(at	100	Fulham	Road,	London	SW3	6HS,	near	at	South	Kensington)

Marek	Rencki	member	of	Polish	Bobola	Church	(every	Sunday	12pm)



Bobola	Church	=	St.Andrew	Bobola	RC	Church,	1	Leysfield	Road,	Hammersmith,
London	W12	9JF	=	Pawel	Pastuszek	is	also	a	magnificent	Player	of	Bobola	!!!	

(Bobola	has	given	Marek	the	list	of	Bobola	graves	=	1,351	Polish	Graves)			

It	is	delighted	and	brilliant,	with	2	very	large	Polish	Priests	who	attend	very	time	=	
(1)	Father	Marek	Reczek	(Bobola	Priest	in	Charge)
(2)	Father	Zygmunt	Zapasnik	(Bobola	Assistant	Priest)

There	is	also	magnificent	Polish	music	in	Bobola	between	these	2	Priests	!!!
And	after	45	time,	the	majority	Polish	People	(including	Marek)	are	attending			
the	sections	from	both	Father	Reczek	&	Father	Zapasnik	-	it	is	magnificent	!!!

Marek's	Grandmother	Paula	Rencka,	Marek's	Father	Leszek	Rencki		and	
Marek's	Mummy	Eleonora	Kasia	Rencka	=		all	of	them	names	are	updated	in	
	Section	6,	left-hand	side	of	Bobola	written	detailed	in	Polish.

Marek's	very	old	friend	Romek	Slawinski	died	in	1996	aged	48,	and	is	updated	
at	end	of	Bobola.	His	wife	Anna	Kosicka	attendeds	Bobola	Church	every	March	
for	Romek	Slawinski	every	year	since	he	died	in	16	March	1996.	

Marek	and	Adam	Ostoja-Ostaszewski	(Professor	of	LSE)	also	attend	together	every	

March	at	Bobola,	since	Romek	Slawinski	was	a	very	close	friend	of	Marek.

These	2	Polish	churches	in	London	are	adequate	but	not	as	
excellent	as	Bobola	=	

(1)	Polish	Church,	St.John	The	Evangelist,	Putney,	has	given	Marek	85	Polish	graves		

(2)	Polish	Roman	Catholic	Church	of	2	Windsor	Road.	Ealing,	London	W5	5PD	=
has	refused	to	list	of	many	Polish	graves

The	Deaths	of	Marek	Rencki's	Closet	7	Polish	Friends	
(between	1996	and	2021)



(1)	Romek	Slawinski,	born	11	November	1947,	died	16	March	1996	
(aged	48)
Romek	and	Marek	Rencki	were	member	of	the	same	bridge	(meeting	every	month	
from	1985	-	1995)	along	with	Chris	Baranowski	and	Andrzej	Ostoja-Ostaszewski
(LSE	Professor)
Romek	co-found	the	Anglo-Polish	Bankers	Club	(Ski	Club	1981-1990)	in	London
together	with	Marek	Rencki	and	Jurek	Scibor-Kaminski.

Romek	died	at	Charing	Cross	Hospital,	Fulham	W6	and	is	buried	at	the	St	Andrew
Bobola	Church	RC	Polish	church	cemetery	Romek's	slawinski	Mummy,	Anna	Kosicka,	
organised	a	Mass	dedicated	to	her	husband	every	March	attend	every	year	at	the	
Bobola	Church	which	Marek	&	his	friend	Andrzej	Ostoja-Ostaszewski	always	attend.

(2)	Grzegory	Pluskowski,	born	07	June	1950,	died	07	June	2008	(aged	58)
Grzegorz	regularly	travelled	to	mainland	Europe	but	always	invited	Marek	Rencki	
for	lunch	when	he	was	at	in	Wandsworth,	London.	He	emigrated	in	1998	to	Scotland
where	he	later	died	10	years	on	2008.	He	was	buried	in	Krakow,	Poland.	

(Marek	Rencki	has	visited	Grzegorz's	grave	in	Krakow).
Grzegorz	left	behind	his	wife,	Irena	Pluskowska,	and	three	children	Aleks,	Klara	and	
Herena.	
Marek	Rencki	organised	a	mass	at	the	Polish	Roman	Catholic	Church	on	the	
10th	anniversary	of	Grzegorzy	death	-	and	invited	brother	Alex	for	every	year	lunch.

(3)	Marek	Walach,	born	21	April	1956,	died	23	February	2012	(aged	55)
Marek	Walach	was	a	banker	who	invited	Marek	Rencki	regularly	for	lunch	at	
his	home	in	Ealing.		Upon	his	death,	his	wife	Sibel	Roller-Walach,	invites	
Marek	Rencki	to	visit	his	grave	of	her	home	husband	every	February	year.	

(4)	Jona	Poray-Szymanska,	born	17	August	1957,	died	17	June	2017	
(aged	59)
Jona	was	kind	to	invite	Marek	Rencki	for	lunch	every	month,	and	Marek	Rencki
in	return	gifted	her	some	142	bottles	at	alcohol.	Jona	tragically	collapsed	at	her	
home	and	died	(she	is	buried	at	her	Anna's	Home).	
Jona	has	2	daughters	=	Anna	(lives	in	London)	and	Natalia	(lives	in	Australia).

(5)	Basia	Bereza,	born	25	December	1952,	died	21	January	2020	(aged	67)

Basia	was	very	ill	for	the	last	12	years	of	her	life,	which	she	spent	house-ridden	in	



Highbury	East	N5	1JT.	Basia	died	and	left	behind	her	husband	Andrzej	Bereza	and	
her	3	children	Monica,	Marek	and	Wojtek.
Andrzej	organised	a	Mass	for	Basia	at	Czestochowa	Polish	Church	=Marek	Rencki	&	
many	friends	attended	the	Church	&	went	to	Andrzej's	home	in	33-37	Corsica	Street.

Her	husband	Andrzej	is	Marek	Rencki's	best	friend,	who	invited	them	both	to	the
Almeida	Theatre.	They	invited	Marek	Rencki	regularly	for	dinner	every	month.

(6)	Andrzej	Scibor-Kaminski,	born	18	August	1949,	died	28	October	2020	
(aged	71)
Andrzej	was	delighted	to	sent	1,524	Birthdays	to	Marek	Rencki	every	weak.
Marek	Rencki	has	seen	him	in	2019	and	drive	Andrzej	to	Heathrow	Airport	on	his
hope	in	Queensland	Brisbane	in	eastern	Australia.

Andrzej	had	lived	in	Australia,	but	added	to	his	brother	Jurek	Scibor-Kaminski	every		
year	at	Battersea	in	London.	Having	died,	Andrzej	will	moved	from	Australia	to	
Warszawa	Cemetery	and	his	family	=	his	wife	Debbie	and	his	brother	Jurek.

(7)	Jan	Wladyslaw	Woloniecki,	born	30	January	1959,	died	14	January	2021	=	
(aged	61)

Jan	lived	and	worked	at	Bermuda,	outside	USA.	Marek	Rencki,	as	MD	of	Barclays	
Capital	in	2000,	attended	Bermuda	and	met	with	Jan.	

Jan's	wife	Christiane	Harris,	left	Bermuda	to	live	&	work	in	UK.	Jan	inserted	to	work	
at	Bermuda,	but	he	arrived	regularly	in	UK	to	see	his	wife	Christiane	and	his	son	
Sawi.		Jan	is	currently	graved	at	his	wife	Christiane	home.

Jan	had	lunch	/	dinner	regularly	with	Marek	Rencki	in	London	every	year	meetings,	
the	last	lunch	was	at	Daquise	in	South	Kensington	on	Thursday	22	January	2020.

When	Marek	Rencki	will	died,	Marek	will	be	inserted	into	2	Cemeteries
(1)	Bobola	Church	@	1	Leysfield	Road,	Hammersmith	W12	(Cemetery	No.6)
(2)	St.Mary's	Cemetery	3114xx		@	Harrow	Road,	Kensal	Green	NW10
Marek's	Grandmother	Paula,	Father	Leszek	&	Mummy	Kasia	are	all	in	2	Cemeteries
Marek	Rencki	has	created	2	Rencki	detailed	sections
All	available	at	Polish	Heritage	Society	owned	by	Stefan	Mucha

(1)Poland	Links	on	22	of	World	War	11=Professor	Roman	Rencki	1867-1941



message	written	in	English	and	in	Polish.	Roman	was	Head	of	Lwow	University	-	
he	&	22	other	Lwow	University	Doctors	were	both	all	killed	by	Germany	message	on	
04	June	1941.

Marek	created	28	detailed	page	on	Professor	Roman	Rencki	(Marek's	grandfather)
It	is	available	in	UK	("Lwow	University")	and	in	Polish	("University	Lwowski")	
It	is	available	at	Polish	Heritage	Society	(created	and	owned	by	Stefan	Mucha,
on	Poland	Links	on	37	messages	(both	Roman	&	Leszek	are	available	on	22	message)

(2)Poland	Links	on	22	of	World	War	11=		Leszek	Andrzej	Rencki	1907-1965	
message	written	in	English	and	in	Polish.	Leszek	(having	attended	Lwow	University)	
was	a	Polish	Embassy	from	1938	-	1950.

Leszek	was	in	Polish	Embassy	in	Belgrade	(Yugoslawia	&	Serbia	1938-1940),		
in	Polish	Embassy	in	Turkey	(1940-1941)	and	in	Polish	Embassy	to	Beirut	
(Lebanon	1941-1950),	attended	also	local	Syria,	Jordan	and	Palestine.

Marek	created	a	30	detailed	page	on	Leszek	Andrzej	Rencki	(Marek's	Father)
It	is	available	in	UK	("Lwow	University")	and	in	Polish	("University	Lwowski")
It	is	available	at	Polish	Heritage	Society	(created	and	owned	by	Stefan	Mucha)	

Marek	has	also	created	of	English	&	Polish	sections	of	Roman	and	Leszek	and	given
them	to	Polish	Embassy	in	London	and	to	Polish	Institute	and	Sikorski	Museum	in
in	South	Kensington,	London.

Leszek	married	Eleonora	Kasia	on	19	August	1948	in	Beirut	in	Lebanon	-	and	
Marek	was	born	in	08	June	1950	in	Beirut	in	Lebanon.

Since	Leszek	died	in	10	February	1965	(aged	57)	and	Eleonora	Kasia	died	in	
12	December	2007	(aged	83)	=	Marek	has	created	a	detailed	new	upgrated	grave	
3114xx	in	St.Mary's	Cemetery	for	both	Marek's	parents	(as	well	as	Marek's	
Grandmother	Paula	(died	1960,	aged	89),	as	well	as	Father	of	Leszek	Andrzej	and	
Mummy	Eleonora	Kasia.

(3)Poland	Links	=	Marek	Christopher	Rencki	(born	08	June	1950	&	alive)	

Marek	Rencki	has	message	of	499	UK	Polish	who	have	Divorced,	
born	after	1945	just	in	UK.



(This	detailed	is	known	by	December	2020)

Herewith	below	are	just	25	Polish	UK	Divorces	who	have	also	died	=

(1)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Kazik	Brzeski	(Divorced	x	2	times)
(2)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Krysia	Chimorodo	
(3)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Jacek	Czyzowski
(4)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Elzbieta	Danielewicz
(5)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Andrzej	Frackowiak
(6)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Andrzej	Gaworski
(7)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Ela	Giler
(8)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Andrzej	Grochowski		
(9)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Krystyna	Januszewska
(10)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Antoni	Justinski
(11)	Divorced	&	Died	=		Jacek	Kijowski
(12)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Bogdan	Kochanski	
(13)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Skarbimir	Korybut-Daszewski
(14)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Magda	Matejewska
(15)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Teresa	Mazowiecka
(16)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Piotr	Nowak	
(17)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Jedrek	Nowobilski	
(18)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Zdislaw	Pasek
(19)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Vincent	Poklewski-Koziell	(Divorced	x	3	times)
(20)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Ania	Rozycka
(21)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Jona	Szymanska
(22)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Tonio	Trzebinski
(23)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Michal	Wasilewski
(24)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Zbyszek	Wojciechowicz
(25)	Divorced	&	Died	=	Adam	Zyw	(Divorced	x	2	times)






